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A&B Process Systems

Admix, Inc.

DESIGN
You design the process, we’ll design the system! Our process
system designers and automation engineers will work with you
to define your unique process needs and blend them with 34
years of process experience to provide a cost effective solution
with a quick turnaround time.

At Admix, we design high performance mixing systems for sanitary processing and wetting out powders into liquids. Our mixing expertise combined with
our understanding of commonly used ingredients allows us to offer solutions
to improve production capabilities with more effective mixing, reduced horsepower and optimized capital costs. We strive to provide our customers with a
payback of one year or less by use of new technology that will outperform
their current equipment.

BUILD
Nothing leaves our facility without thorough inspection and
rigorous testing. Our process modules are pre-assembled in our
certified ASME facilities. Additionally, each system is fully tested and inspected in our new state-of-the-art test center, making it “ready to run” immediately after it has been installed.
The overall result is a modular system that costs significantly
less and reduces downtime.
INSTALL
Installation is where a process system all comes together and
at A&B Process Systems, it comes together with precision. Our
flexible project scheduling expert project management allows
us to execute even the most complex projects within a short
time frame while still providing a high quality product. Complimented with our broad range of installation services including the installation of sanitary and high purity process piping
and equipment in addition to field erection, equipment rigging
& millwright services, your process system will be up and running quickly and efficiently.

Whether you are processing salad dressings,
sugar slurries, fruit fillings, poultry
marinades, beverage emulsions,
tomato products, cereal coatings, ice
cream mix, cheese products or other
food applications, Admix will customize a solution that’s right for you.
Products, formulas and ingredients
become more complex year after year.
Partnering with Admix provides complete access
to our expertise and our 2,000 square foot test
kitchen and pilot plant. That means new products will move from development
to full production faster and more cost efficiently.
Admix specializes in sanitary high speed dispersers, high shear emulsifiers,
inline emulsifiers and wet mills, sanitary static mixers and blenders, low speed
stainless batch mixers and vacuum conveying and powder delivery mix stations. Our mixers, dispersers and emulsifiers comply with the newest and
toughest hygienic and safety standards, including 3-A TPV, USDA-Dairy, USDAAMS and AG-Canada and are available in corrosion-free stainless steel configurations, including the motor and drive frame, from 1/2 HP lab models
through 100 HP production sizes.

Contact:

Contact:
Contact us today at 888.258.2789
or www.abprocess.com.

Admix, Inc.
234 Abby Road
Manchester, NH 03103
Phone: (603) 627-2340 or (800) 466-2369
Fax: (603) 627-2019
email: mixing@admix.com
website: www.admix.com
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